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Anomaly pre-localization in distribution–transmission
mains by pump trip: preliminary ﬁeld tests in the Milan
pipe system
S. Meniconi, B. Brunone, M. Ferrante, C. Capponi, C. A. Carrettini,
C. Chiesa, D. Segalini and E. A. Lanfranchi

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the reliability of transients due to pump trip as a powerful tool for the pre-localization of
anomalies in real pipe systems is tested. The examined pipe system is part of the one supplying the
city of Milan, Italy and is managed by Metropolitana Milanese SpA (MM). The characteristics of such a
system can be considered as intermediate between those of classical transmission mains and
distribution systems because of its several branches. A Lagrangian model simulating pressure wave
propagation is used to evaluate the pipe pressure wave speed – associated with a genetic algorithm –
and to locate possible anomalies – associated with wavelet analysis. The results of the diagnosis of the
pipe system are corroborated by repairs executed by MM in the area where possible anomalies have
been pre-localized.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditional design guidelines for the analysis of transients

transient in a TM as well as pressure waves do not damp

due to the variation of functioning conditions in pressur-

in the parts of WDS with a small demand. In the last

ized pipe systems contemplated the evaluation of all

couple of decades, such an approach to transient analysis

reasonably possible combinations of loads to check

in pressurized pipe systems has changed radically from sev-

system strength. Moreover, transient effects were con-

eral points of view (Boulos et al. ). First, as will be

sidered as a possible cause of accidents only in

discussed in more detail later, pressure waves are used as

transmission mains (TM) where large overpressures could

a tool to check TM condition. Second, in WDS transient

be due, as an example, to the closing of control valves or

events can have signiﬁcant water quality and health impli-

pump trip. In contrast, in water distribution systems

cations as well as cause background leakage due to the

(WDS) transient effects were not assumed as a possible

fatigue of joints. Third, TM has evolved towards more com-

cause of pipe failure since the numerous branches and

plex topologies – with several branches and connections –

user’s taps behaved as a sort of natural protection device

to

against pressure waves. In other words, vulnerability of

conditions.

ensure

the

necessary

ﬂexibility

of

functioning

TM is due to the fact that such systems are closed systems

Even if properties of pressure waves partially reﬂected

from the pressure wave propagation point of view whereas

by any anomaly – as an example, leaks, partially closed in-

WDS, as open systems, eject most pressure waves. This, of

line valves, partial blockages – have been known for a

course, is not generally true: for example, leaks, as an exter-

long time (e.g. Babbitt ; Contractor ), attention of

nal ﬂow, may reduce signiﬁcantly the effects of a given

researchers has been captured by transient test-based
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techniques (TTBT) only recently. Convincing experimental

This paper concerns the use of TTBT in a part of a real

results have been obtained in the laboratory showing the

pipe system in the city of Milan (Italy), managed by Metro-

effect on pressure signals of leaks (e.g. Liou ; Brunone

politana Milanese SpA (MM), whose characteristics can be

& Ferrante ; Mpesha et al. ; Kim ; Lee et al.

considered as intermediate between those of classical TM

), partially closed in-line valves (e.g. Wang et al. ;

and WDS because of its several branches. Pressure waves

Lee et al. ; Sattar et al. ; Meniconi et al. a,

exploring the system are generated by a pump trip. A

b), partial blockages (e.g. Brunone et al. a; Duan

Lagrangian model (LM) simulating pressure wave propa-

et al. ; Meniconi et al. a), illegal branches (Meniconi

gation is used to evaluate pressure wave speed of pipes –

et al. c), and internal wall condition (e.g. Stephens et al.

associated with a genetic algorithm (GA) – and to locate

; Gong et al. , ). This body of experiments

possible anomalies – associated with wavelet analysis.

demonstrates the actual possibility of locating and sizing

The results of the diagnosis of the pipe system are corrobo-

anomalies via comparison of the pressure signal that

rated by repairs executed by MM in the area where

would be observed in the corresponding anomaly-free

possible anomalies have been detected. Limitations of

system. Reﬁning techniques of analysis of pressure signals,

the proposed methodology in WDS as well as possible

strength and defects of possible approaches – time domain

improvements are discussed in the conclusions. This

(e.g. Jonsson & Larson ; Brunone ), frequency

paper is an extension of the one presented at the 12th edi-

domain (e.g. Mpesha et al. ; Lee et al. , , ;

tion of the International Conference on ‘Computing and

Lee & Vitkovsky ; Ghazali et al. ), time and

Control for the Water Industry – CCWI2013’ (Brunone

frequency domain coupled (Meniconi et al. ), and

et al. ).

wavelet analysis (e.g. Stoianov et al. ; Al-Shidhani
et al. ; Ferrante et al. b; Hachem & Schleiss ) –
are discussed in the literature. Attention has also been

INVESTIGATED PIPE SYSTEM

devoted to devices to generate proper pressure waves
beyond the closure of a valve or pump trip according to

Field tests are executed in a part of the WDS of Milan, Italy,

the characteristics of the examined system (e.g. Brunone

managed by MM (Figure 1). All supplied water is pumped

et al. b; Taghvaei et al. ; Stephens et al. ).

from the aquifers by 29 pumping stations. Each pumping

TTBT have also been checked, with quite good results, on

station supplies a part of the Milan WDS, with some users

more complex laboratory pipe systems (e.g. Mohapatra

very close to it. As a consequence, the rising mains cannot

et al. ; Ferrante et al. a; Covas & Ramos ;

be considered as a classical TM because of the numerous

Soares et al. ; Duan et al. ), as well as in real TM

branches connected to them.

(e.g. Meniconi et al. b; Stephens et al. ; Ghazali

The examined steel pipe system is supplied by the

et al. ). In such a context of intense research activity,

Novara pumping station (Figure 2). The four pumps

TTBT for WDS can be considered a quite unexplored and

convey water from the tanks into the system at a rated

extremely challenging ‘area’ because of the complexity of

capacity of 400 L/s each; the check valves are installed

such systems. In fact, it is evident that, since at any connec-

immediately downstream of the pumping group. The com-

tion of WDS propagating pressure waves are partially

plexity of the system is clearly shown in Figure 3 where

reﬂected and transmitted, they vanish very soon unless

the main pipe is highlighted by a bold line and the main con-

very particular boundary conditions occur (e.g. all taps

nections as well as the pumping station node are numbered.

and branches closed). Moreover, for a given arrival time of

For the sake of clarity, in Figure 4 and Table 1, the principal

a pressure wave at a measurement section, several paths

characteristics of the main pipe are indicated, with L and

can be assumed – because of, as an example, the closed

DN being the pipe length and nominal diameter, respect-

loops – and then the uniqueness of the solution in terms

ively. It can be observed that the nominal diameter is

of anomaly pre-localization is not ensured unless several

DN800 (with the exception of the ﬁrst 27.5 m), and junc-

measurement sections are activated.

tions 4 and 7 connect the main pipe to dead ends by
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Milan water pipe system with the Novara pumping station highlighted.

Figure 2

|

Novara pumping station: (a) the pipe inside the station; (b) the pumps.
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means of very short pipes (i.e., 3.2 m and 0.4 m,

The measurement uncertainty of such probes is rated at

respectively).

±0.15% of the full scale and the time response is about

During tests, only one of the four pumps is functioning

1 ms; the pressures are sampled at a frequency of

and pressure signal is measured immediately downstream

1,000 Hz. Two transient tests, generated by abruptly stop-

of the check valve by means of piezoresistive transducers.

ping the electricity supply (pump trip) have been carried
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The part of Milan WDS examined by means of TTBT.

out. The main difference between such tests concerns the

METHODS

number of active connections to the main pipe. During
test no. 1, all branches are active (Figure 4(a)), whereas

Each step of the proposed methodology is reported in the ﬂow

during test no. 2, some of the connections closest to the

chart in Figure 6. A preliminary network survey allows evalu-

pumping station are closed: the DN500 pipe, connected

ation of the pressure wave speed, α, of all pipes of the system on

to the main pipe at junction 2 and DN300 valve immedi-

the basis of their geometrical and mechanical characteristics.

ately downstream of node 6 (Figure 4(b)). The second

A different procedure is used to obtain more reliable values

difference is the full-range scale of the used pressure trans-

of α, for the pipes closest to the measurement section and the

ducer that has been reﬁned according to the measured

others, respectively. The ﬁrst ones are given by the analysis

maximum pressure (test no. 1: full scale ¼ 100 m; test no.

of HE by the wavelet transform (WT), which allows singular-

2: full scale ¼ 70 m). The pressure signals, HE, acquired

ities to be detected (Mallat & Zhong ; Mallat & Hwang

during tests no. 1 and no. 2 are reported in Figure 5 by

; Ferrante et al. b); for pipes installed at a larger dis-

a dashed line and a continuous line, respectively (the

tance an ad hoc optimization procedure has been followed,

maneuver begins at t ¼ 0, and the subscript E indicates

based on a micro GA. In both cases, a LM is run to capture

the experimental data).

the main characteristics of the pressure signal and evaluate
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Schematic of the examined system: (a) test no. 1; (b) test no. 2 (during such a test, the DN500 and DN300 pipes connected to the main pipe at junctions 2 and 6, respectively,
have been temporarily closed).

Principal characteristics of the examined pipe system (1: pumping station)

Initial node

End node

1

2

2
3
4
5

L (m)

DN (mm)

13

900

3

14.5

900

4

260.5

800

5

310

800

6

1,759.6

800

6

7

1,458

800

7

8

771

800

8

9

171.7

800

9

10

107.4

800

10

11

446.3

800

11

12

989.4

800
Figure 5

|

Experimental pressure signal, HE, during test no. 1 (Figure 4(a) pipe system)
and test no. 2 (Figure 4(b) pipe system).

the causes of its discontinuities. Such a model is based on the
solution of the differential equations governing frictionless

those indicated by the WT for each singularity. In fact, the

transients in pressurized pipe systems (Swaffield & Boldy

WT chains expose singularities in the pressure signal and

) and assumes an instantaneous maneuver. The LM fol-

then allow identiﬁcation of the passage of waves through the

lows the wave generated by the maneuver and its

measurement section. Possible anomalies correspond to the

interactions with the successive discontinuities (i.e., junctions,

instants of time highlighted by the WT but not by the LM. In

leaks, partially closed in-line valves, etc.); it records the paths

such a context, the assumption of DN as internal diameter in

of the reﬂected and transmitted pressure waves and their arri-

the LM simulation does not invalidate the results. The evalu-

val times at any node. Speciﬁcally, the LM identiﬁes which

ation of the entity of such anomalies by means of the LM is

waves pass the measurement section and calculates the

not reliable because of the omission of the friction term –

instants of passage. Such time instants are compared with

both the steady and unsteady component (Pezzinga ;
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Flow chart of the procedure for the pipe system diagnosis by means of transient tests with possible options.

Brunone & Berni ) – as well as the assumed instantaneity

line in Figure 7(b). The numerical simulation of pressure

of the maneuver. The sizing of the anomalies indicated by the

wave propagation by means of the LM has been carried

LM is possible only after a more sophisticated calibration of

out not for the entire Milan WDS but for the part reason-

more complex numerical models: the Method of Character-

ably supplied by the Novara pumping station. In such a

istics (Wylie & Streeter ), the Impedance Method (Fox

context, node 12 (Figure 3) has been chosen as the outmost

; Wylie & Streeter ), and the Transfer Matrix

downstream node. As a ﬁrst attempt, in the simulation, the

Method (Chaudhry , ). It is worth noting that a classi-

pressure wave speed is set constant and equal to 1,000 m/s

cal Inverse Transient Analysis is beyond the scope of this

with such a value being compatible with pipe material and

paper, one of the ﬁrst attempts of using TTBT in a complex

geometrical characteristics. Moreover, to emphasize the

pipe system, which is inevitably focused only on the pre-

response of the system to the transients, all terminals are

localization of the anomalies. According to the procedure

set closed. In Figure 7(c) the impulse response function

shown in Figure 6, some improvements in the diagnosis of

carried out by the LM is shown, with ΔHN ¼ HN  HN,0 ,

the system can be obtained by simplifying its conﬁguration

and the subscripts N and 0 indicating the numerical

(e.g. by closing some branches), adding further measurement

result and initial value, respectively. It is evident that

sections, as well as, if possible, installing a different transient

many discontinuities of the experimental pressure signal

generator (Brunone et al. b; Taghvaei et al. ; Stephens

pointed out by the WT do not correspond to impulses in

et al. ).

the LM. The inaccuracy of the LM can be ascribed to various factors. First, since the maneuver is really slow and
there are several open junctions very close to the pumping

RESULTS

station, there is a combined effect on the pressure signal of
the maneuver itself and such junctions. Consequently,

Test no. 1

since the exact efﬂux curve of the pump is not known, it
is difﬁcult to distinguish the effect of the maneuver from

For each discontinuity in HE (Figure 7(a)), the WT presents

that of the junctions as will be conﬁrmed by test no. 2

a chain of maxima local moduli, indicated by a dash-dotted

results. Second, there is no further section in the proximity
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Test no. 1: (a) experimental pressure signal, HE; (b) time history of wavelet coefﬁcients (in gray) and relative chains of local extreme values (dash-dotted black lines); (c) impulse
response function carried out by the LM in the case all terminals are closed.

of the measurement section suitable for evaluating the

determined by means of an optimization procedure. First

pressure wave speed. Moreover, during the test, the full

of all, a skeletonization of the network is operated for

scale of the pressure transducer (¼100 m) is too large

the LM. Second, the LM and GA are coupled considering

with respect to the acquired maximum value of the

such a skeletonized system. Finally, the optimal values

pressure (¼53 m). Thus, according to Figure 6, a different

of the pressure wave speeds are obtained by minimizing

transient test has been executed. Since the maneuver

the difference between the numerical and experimental

cannot be modiﬁed, as a feasible action, some of the con-

pressure signals.

nections closest to the pumping station have been closed,
according to MM service constraints.
Test no. 2

Evaluation of the pressure wave speeds
In Figure 8(b) the results of the WT of the pressure signal
are shown. After the end of the maneuver, the ﬁrst clear

During test no. 2, connections 2 and 6 are closed (Figure 4(b)).

singularity evidenced by the WT – a 2.2 m pressure rise –

As is predictable, the steady-state pressure is higher than

is at t ¼ 9:61 s. Since at this time the check valve is comple-

during test no. 1 (Figure 5, continuous line). Even if the

tely closed, it behaves as a dead end and then such an

maneuver giving rise to the transient is the same, during

increment is about double with respect to the pressure

test no. 2 it seems longer, because some of the singular-

wave that caused it. Such a wave can be ascribed presum-

ities which hid it have been ‘removed’. Due to such a

ably to junction 8 at a distance of about 4,587 m from the

simpliﬁcation of the system, the WT can then be used to

measurement section. In fact, within the Allievi-Joukowsky

evaluate the pressure wave speed of the main pipe, as

theory this junction would cause an increase in the

well as the other pressure wave speeds which can be

pressure signal of 2.02 m at the check valve. By associating
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optimization technique which minimizes the difference
between HN and HE. Within the LM approach, this
means that the better the agreement, the better the evaluation of pressure wave travel time and then α. In the
optimization process, the Nash–Sutcliffe model efﬁciency
coefﬁcient, Ef, is used:

Ef ¼ 1 

M
X
(HE,i  HN,i )2
 E )2
(HE,i  H

(1)

i¼1,t>T

with M ¼ number of samples after the end of the maneuver, and T ¼ maneuver duration. Ef can range from ∞
to 1: an efﬁciency of 1 corresponds to a perfect match
Figure 8

|

Test no. 2: (a) experimental pressure signal, HE; (b) relative WT.

of modeled pressure signal to the experimental data,
whereas Ef ¼ 0 indicates that the model test is as accurate
as the mean of the experimental data. An efﬁciency less

such a discontinuity of the pressure signal with junction 8,

than zero occurs when the residual variance is larger

the resulting value of the pressure wave speed of the main

than the data variance. The optimal values of the pressure

pipe is equal to 954.26 m/s, which is compatible with its

wave speeds for each value of pipe diameter in the skele-

characteristics. In order to evaluate the other pressure

tonized network have been determined by a novel

wave speeds, an optimization procedure is developed that

heuristic procedure carried out by the Genetic Toolbox

comprises: (i) skeletonizing the system, (ii) coupling a GA

of MATLAB© (Goldberg ). The GA has been carried

and the LM, and (iii) ﬁnal reﬁning of pressure wave
speeds. The skeletonization is the process of representing
a WDS by selecting only the ‘most important’ pipes from

out for 40 generations with a population composed of
20 individuals with a crossover percentage equal to 0.8.
The corresponding value of Ef is 0.9873 and the values

the pressure wave propagation point of view. Then, a differ-

of pressure wave speed vs. pipe diameter are reported in

ent approach has to be followed with respect to the

Figure 9(a). In such a ﬁgure it can be observed that

skeletonization executed to analyze a system in steady-

some values of the pressure wave speeds are not suitable

state conditions. In fact, the analysis of the simulated
pressure waves allows selection of the most important
pipes, i.e., those crossed by the largest pressure waves.
For the examined system, in the ﬁrst phase the LM is
run by considering the entire network with all pipes with
the same pressure wave speed (¼954.26 m/s) and all terminals closed. Simulation stops at t ¼ 13:21 s which is the
time when the ﬁrst pressure wave reﬂected by the outmost
junction 12 reaches the measurement section. The resulting
skeletonized system includes 31 pipes with a maximum distance of 6,303 m from the measurement section and the
diameter ranging from 0.05 to 0.9 m. In such pipes,
pressure waves with an absolute amplitude larger than
about 33.8 m occur, with the maximum pressure variation
being 54.5 m. The values of the pressure wave speed of
such pipes, except the main one, derive from an
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DISCUSSION

values of α are due to the shortness of some branches,
whose characteristic time is too small with respect to

To associate more efﬁciently pressure discontinuities (which

the dynamics of the experimental pressure signals. To pin-

cause chains of extreme values of the WT) with network

point values more compatible to pipe characteristics, the

singularities (which determine pressure waves in the LM)

optimization procedure has been continued and the maxi-

the impulse response function carried out by the LM is com-

mum length of pipe, MLD, for each value of DN in the

pared with the WT coefﬁcients. The experimental pressure

skeletonized network has been calculated (Figure 9(b)).

signal and the related time-history of wavelet coefﬁcients

For example, in the case of the pipes with DN50, MLD

are reported in Figures 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. In

is equal to 0.37 m. The pipe with this length is very

Figure 10(b), the chains of local extreme values of wavelet

close to the pumping station and one of its nodes is a

coefﬁcients are indicated by black dash-dotted lines. More-

dead end; consequently, it has an important effect on

over, the impulse response function of the LM is shown in

the pressure signal because it causes a large pressure

Figure 10(c), in the case where all terminals are closed. To

wave. However, it is very short and then the pressure

better analyze the WT results and compare them with

wave speed given by GA does not have a physical mean-

numerical data, in Figure 11 the time interval in Figure 10

ing. Since in the examined part of the network there are

from 9.5 to 13.21 s is evidenced. The WT identiﬁes three dis-

not longer branches with DN50, the value of α of pipes

continuities in the pressure signal at the instants 9.61, 9.97,

with DN100 is assigned to the pipes with DN50. Summar-

and 10.2 s (Figure 11(b)). By means of the LM such discon-

izing, the pressure wave speed of pipes with a MLD less

tinuities can be ascribed to the wave reﬂected by nodes 8, 9,

than 2.5% of the total pipe length, is changed with the

and 10, respectively (Figure 11(c)). However, in the WT the

value of α of the pipes with the closer diameter; in

ﬁrst chain of extreme values that cannot be associated with

Figure 9(a), the assigned value of the pressure wave

any wave in the LM happens at t ¼ 10:4 s (Figure 11(c)).

speed is shown with a dashed line.

Such a discontinuity determines a large value of the wavelet

Figure 10

|

Test no. 2: (a) experimental pressure signal, HE; (b) time history of wavelet coefﬁcients (in gray) and relative chains of local extreme values (dash-dotted black lines); (c) impulse
response function carried out by the LM in the case all terminals are closed.
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Test no. 2: (a) experimental pressure signal, HE; (b) time history of wavelet coefﬁcients (in gray) and relative chains of local extreme values (dash-dotted black lines); (c) impulse
response function carried out by the LM in the case all terminals are closed in the time interval 9:5 s  t  13:21 s.

coefﬁcients (¼4 at the highest scale) if compared with the

et al. ) – a simulated burst has been localized with an

WT coefﬁcients related to the discontinuity due to junction

error of 45 m.

9 (¼1.9 at the highest scale). Owing to the characteristics of
such a discontinuity, it could be due to: an unknown
increase of pipe diameter or change of pipe material, pres-

CONCLUSIONS

ence of a junction or a leak. According to the pipe system
characteristics, the possible locations of such an anomaly

In this paper the possibility of using transients to check the

are six. As can be seen in Figure 12, where such locations

performance

are indicated by circles, the area to be investigated concerns

system is explored. As indicated in Figure 6, in the pro-

a total length equal to 816 m. It is worth noting that such an

posed procedure, the pressure signal acquired at one

area is placed at a distance of about 4,960 m from the unique

measurement section is preliminarily analyzed by means

measurement section. The question – i.e., where the real

of the WT to locate the main singularities and the pressure

anomaly is located – has been settled by MM, who repaired

wave speeds of the main pipes. Then, a LM is carried out in

some leaks in one of the locations evidenced in Figure 12(b),

order to evaluate the causes of experimental pressure

after the transient test. Even if some precautions are needed,

waves.

of

a

complex

transmission–distribution

this result can be considered as quite good bearing in mind

The proposed procedure is applied to a northwest part

the following circumstances: the complexity of the investi-

of Milan WDS supplied by the Novara pumping station.

gated pipe systems, the extreme exiguous set of measured

Transients are generated by a pump trip. A preliminary

data with just one pressure probe installed and, maybe

test is carried out to analyze the characteristics of the

most importantly, the inadequacy of the maneuver generat-

maneuver and the system. Then, a further test is executed

ing the pressure waves. Furthermore, it has to be pointed

on a simpliﬁed system and the acquired pressure signal is

out that in a much more controlled and equipped ‘environ-

analyzed by the WT, which allows evaluation of the main

ment’ – the Water-Wise@SG live tests in Singapore (Allen

pipe pressure wave speed. In order to calculate the other
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reliability are expected by increasing the number of
measurement sections.
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